
Chronic Pain - Open Grant Opportunities

Sponsor Name of Program Deadline Brief Description Opportunity ID

Discovery and Validation of Novel 
Targets for Safe and Effective Pain 
Treatment (R01 Clinical Trial Not 

6 /11/2019National Institutes of Health The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to promote the 
discovery and validation of novel therapeutic targets to facilitate the development of pain 
therapeutics.  Specifically, the focus of this FOA is on the basic science discovery of 
targets in the peripheral nervous system, central nervous system, immune system or 
other tissues in the body that can be used to develop treatments that have minimal side 
effects and little to no abuse/addiction liability. Research supported by this FOA must 
include rigorous validation studies to demonstrate the robustness of the target as a pain 
treatment target. This will lower the risk of adopting the target in translational projects to 
develop small molecules, biologics, natural substances, or devices that interact with this 
target for new pain treatments. Translational research to develop new medical devices is 
not the focus of this FOA. Basic science studies of pain and related systems in the body 
are responsive to this FOA and are encouraged in the context of novel pain therapeutic 
target discovery.
This FOA is not specific for any one or group of pain conditions. Projects to identify novel 
targets for acute pain, chronic pain, migraine, other headache disorders, osteoarthritis, 
diabetic neuropathy, chemotherapy-induced neuropathy, sickle-cell pain, post stroke 
pain, orofacial pain, etc. will be considered. Projects to identify novel targets for a 
combination of chronic overlapping pain conditions or for specific pathological conditions 
will be considered. Projects that seek to identify novel targets in specific populations such 
as women, children, older adults or other underrepresented groups will also be 
responsive to this FOA.
LOI due 10/27/18; application due 11/27/18.

837

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-18-043.html
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Sponsor Name of Program Deadline Brief Description Opportunity ID

Discovery and Validation of Novel 
Targets for Safe and Effective Pain 
Treatment (R21 Clinical Trial Not 

6 /11/2019National Institutes of Health This program announcement is intended to encourage new exploratory and 
developmental research projects to discover and validate novel targets for pain 
treatment. For example, such projects could assess the feasibility of a means to identify 
and validate a novel pain target. Another example could include the unique and 
innovative use of an existing methodology to explore an area of basic biology that could 
lead to the discovery of a novel pain treatment target. In any scenario, initial experiments 
to validate a target for pain treatment should be included in the application. These 
studies may involve considerable risk but may lead to a breakthrough in pain treatment.
The focus of this FOA is on the basic science discovery of targets in the peripheral nervous 
system, central nervous system, immune system or other tissues in the body that can be 
used to develop treatments that have minimal side effects and little to no 
abuse/addiction liability. Research supported by this FOA must include rigorous validation 
studies to demonstrate the robustness of the target as a pain treatment target. This will 
lower the risk of adopting the target in translational projects to develop small molecules, 
biologics, natural substances, or devices that interact with this target for new pain 
treatments. Translational research to develop new medical devices are not the focus of 
this FOA. Basic science studies of pain and related systems in the body are responsive to 
this FOA and are encouraged in the context of novel pain therapeutic target discovery. 
This FOA is not specific for any one or group of pain conditions. Projects to identify novel 
targets for acute pain, chronic pain, migraine, other headache disorders, osteoarthritis, 
diabetic neuropathy, chemotherapy-induced neuropathy, sickle-cell pain, orofacial pain, 
post stroke pain, etc. will be considered. Projects to identify novel targets for a 
combination of chronic overlapping pain conditions or for specific pathological conditions 
will be considered. Projects that seek to identify novel targets in specific populations such 
as women, children, older adults or other underrepresented groups will also be 
responsive to this FOA.

LOI due 10/27/18; application due 11/27/18.

834

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-NS-18-042.html

Mechanism R21

Mechanisms, Models, Measurement, & 
Management in Pain Research (R21 
Clinical Trial Optional)

5 /8 /2019National Institutes of Health The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to inform the scientific 
community of the pain research interests of the various Institutes and Centers (ICs) at the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and to stimulate and foster a wide range of basic, 
clinical, and translational studies on pain as they relate to the missions of these ICs.  New 
advances are needed in every area of pain research, from the micro perspective of 
molecular sciences to the macro perspective of behavioral and social sciences.  Although 
great strides have been made in some areas, such as the identification of neural pathways 
of pain, the experience of pain and the challenge of treatment have remained uniquely 
individual and unsolved. Furthermore, our understanding of how and why individuals 
transition to a chronic pain state after an acute injury is limited. Research to address 
these issues conducted by interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research teams is 
strongly encouraged, as is research from underrepresented, minority, disabled, or women 
investigators.

552

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-159.html
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Sponsor Name of Program Deadline Brief Description Opportunity ID

Mechanisms, Models, Measurement, & 
Management in Pain Research (R01 
Clinical Trial Optional)

5 /8 /2019National Institutes of Health The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to inform the scientific 
community of the pain research interests of the various Institutes and Centers (ICs) at the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and to stimulate and foster a wide range of basic, 
clinical, and translational studies on pain as they relate to the missions of these ICs.  New 
advances are needed in every area of pain research, from the micro perspective of 
molecular sciences to the macro perspective of behavioral and social sciences.  Although 
great strides have been made in some areas, such as the identification of neural pathways 
of pain, the experience of pain and the challenge of treatment have remained uniquely 
individual and unsolved. Furthermore, our understanding of how and why individuals 
transition to a chronic pain state after an acute injury is limited. Research to address 
these issues conducted by interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research teams is 
strongly encouraged, as is research from underrepresented, minority, disabled, or women 
investigators.

551

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-141.html

Mechanism R01

Self-Management Interventions and 
Technologies to Sustain Health and 
Optimize Functional Capabilities (R21 

1 /8 /2020National Institutes of Health This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) seeks clinical research on self-
management interventions and technologies that improve health and quality of life in 
persons needing assistance to optimize and maintain existing functional capabilities, 
prevent/delay disabilities and navigate their environment. The research focus 
encompasses maintenance/restorative care that can be tailored to individuals’ existing 
functional abilities and interests and is intended to enhance physical, sensory, motor, and 
mental capabilities.  Of particular interest is research designed to maintain functional 
capabilities in such conditions as cardiac and respiratory insufficiency, movement 
impairment associated with arthritis, chronic back pain, stroke, and other physical or 
cognitive disabilities.

558

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-164.html

Mechanism R21

Self-Management Interventions and 
Technologies to Sustain Health and 
Optimize Functional Capabilities (R01 

1 /8 /2020National Institutes of Health This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) seeks clinical research on self-
management interventions and technologies that improve health and quality of life in 
persons needing assistance to optimize and maintain existing functional capabilities, 
prevent/delay disabilities and navigate their environment. The research focus 
encompasses maintenance/restorative care that can be tailored to individuals’ existing 
functional abilities and interests and is intended to enhance physical, sensory, motor, and 
mental capabilities.  Of particular interest is research designed to maintain functional 
capabilities in such conditions as cardiac and respiratory insufficiency, movement 
impairment associated with arthritis, chronic back pain, stroke, and other physical or 
cognitive disabilities.

557

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-146.html
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Sponsor Name of Program Deadline Brief Description Opportunity ID

Symptom Cluster Characterization in 
Chronic Conditions (R01)

1 /8 /2021National Institute of Nursing Research The purpose of this initiative is to encourage preclinical and clinical research and 
secondary data analysis on symptom cluster characterization that has potential to inform 
treatment and interventions that improve functional outcomes and quality of life in 
patients with chronic conditions.
Research objectives include, but are not limited to, the following:
Phenotyping symptom clusters: 1) Assess similarities in symptom cluster phenotypes 
across chronic conditions, including symptom onset and changes over time; 2) Compare 
the number and types of symptom clusters across chronic conditions; 3) Determine 
phenotypic predictors for the development of a prespecified symptom cluster in patients 
with chronic conditions
Mechanisms of symptom clusters: 1) Investigate the underlying genetic and epigenetic 
mechanisms for symptom clusters in chronic conditions
2) Investigate the pathophysiology that may contribute to symptom clusters in chronic 
conditions, 3) Develop or adapt computational models or statistical modeling to predict 
altered biological pathways within a symptom cluster that occur in a chronic condition
Symptom cluster measurement: 1) Evaluate the use of large data sets and electronic 
health records to validate measurement or to predict symptom cluster onset in chronic 
conditions, 2) Evaluate the validity, reliability and responsiveness of PROMIS measures 
and common data elements (CDEs) in symptom cluster research pertaining to chronic 
conditions

474

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-17-462.html

Mechanism R01

Fundamental Science Research on Mind 
and Body Approaches (R21 Clinical Trial 
Optional)

1 /8 /2021HHS, NIH, National Center for Complementary and 
Integrative Health

This funding opportunity announcement (FOA) encourages exploratory /developmental 
research grant applications (R21) to investigate the fundamental science of mind and 
body approaches, including mind/brain-focused practices (e.g., meditation, hypnosis), 
body-based approaches (e.g., acupuncture, massage, spinal manipulation/mobilization), 
meditative exercise (e.g., yoga, tai chi, qi gong), art and music therapies, or integrative 
approaches combining several components. Studies of pharmacologic approaches 
exclusively are not included in the scope of this FOA.

517

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-322.html

Mechanism R21

Fundamental Science Research on Mind 
and Body Approaches (R01  Clinical Trial 
Optional)

1 /8 /2021HHS, NIH, National Center for Complementary and 
Integrative Health

This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) encourages research grant applications 
(R01) to investigate the fundamental science of mind and body approaches, including 
mind/brain-focused practices (e.g., meditation, hypnosis), body-based approaches (e.g., 
acupuncture, massage, spinal manipulation/mobilization), meditative exercise (e.g., yoga, 
tai chi, qi gong), art and music therapies, or integrative approaches combining several 
components. Studies of pharmacologic approaches exclusively are not included in the 
scope of this FOA.

516

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-323.html
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Sponsor Name of Program Deadline Brief Description Opportunity ID

Applying a Biopsychosocial Perspective 
to Self-Management of Chronic Pain 
(R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

1 /8 /2022National Institutes of Health The purpose of the Funding Opportunity announcement is to encourage grant 
applications from the scientific community on applying a biopsychosocial perspective to 
self-management of chronic pain.
Research Objectives include, but are not limited to, those that:
- 	Adapt integrative models of care that address the psychological and social influences 
on optimal self-management of chronic pain
- 	Assess the effect of biopsychosocial approaches to self-manage chronic pain on non-
pain domains such as sleep, cognition and functional activities of daily living
- 	Adapt or develop technological tools that can improve psychological and social well-
being, e.g., by reducing social isolation, in order to promote self-management of chronic 
pain
-	Identify psychosocial barriers to chronic pain self-management in disparate 
populations, including populations at-risk for undertreatment of chronic pain
-	Conceive models of biopsychosocial predictors of chronic pain that can inform self-
management strategies
-	Tailor biopsychosocial-centered approaches to chronic pain that emphasize self-
management as care rather than cure

826

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-945.html

Mechanism R01

Applying a Biopsychosocial Perspective 
to Self-Management of Chronic Pain 
(R21 Clinical Trial Optional)

1 /8 /2022National Institutes of Health The purpose of the Funding Opportunity announcement is to encourage grant 
applications from the scientific community on applying a biopsychosocial perspective to 
self-management of chronic pain.

For the condition of chronic pain, meaning pain that persists past the expected healing 
time, opioid therapy is often the treatment of choice. The awareness, however, of the 
unintended consequences of prescription opioids, e.g., opioid use disorder and overdose, 
as well lack of evidence of long-term benefits of opioids, contributed to the 2016 CDC 
guidance that nonpharmacologic therapy and nonopioid pharmacologic therapy are 
preferred for chronic pain. Yet the evidence base for effective, nonpharmacologic options 
is inadequate, while opioid prescriptions remain high. For the 25 million Americans who 
suffer each day from chronic pain, such realities underscore the critical need to accelerate 
research that can benefit this population.  

As described in the literature, chronic pain is a highly personal symptom, and physical 
signs are not universally present. A biopsychosocial model of chronic pain is aligned with 
these descriptors, as it recognizes that in addition to a physiologic cause, pain perception 
and the biobehavioral response to pain are significant contributing factors.

825

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-946.html
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Sponsor Name of Program Deadline Brief Description Opportunity ID

Biobehavioral Basis of Chronic Pain (R01 
Clinical Trial Optional)

1 /8 /2022National Institutes of Health The purpose of the Funding Opportunity Announcement is to encourage grant 
applications from the scientific community on the biobehavioral basis of chronic pain.  
The focus encompasses the individual phenotype, genotype, and other omic-type 
assessments and the associated sensory and emotional components that underpin the 
individual’s chronic pain experience. Research relating biology and behavior is needed to 
better define the individual-specific burden of chronic pain and to better understand the 
mechanisms underlying differences in pain experiences among individuals afflicted with 
the same chronic illness.

824

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-944.html

Mechanism R01

Biobehavioral Basis of Chronic Pain (R21 
Clinical Trial Optional)

1 /8 /2022National Institutes of Health The purpose of the Funding Opportunity Announcement is to encourage grant 
applications from the scientific community on the biobehavioral basis of chronic pain.  
The focus encompasses the individual phenotype, genotype, and other omic-type 
assessments and the associated sensory and emotional components that underpin the 
individual’s chronic pain experience. Research relating biology and behavior is needed to 
better define the individual-specific burden of chronic pain and to better understand the 
mechanisms underlying differences in pain experiences among individuals afflicted with 
the same chronic illness.

823

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-943.html

Mechanism R21

Research on Chronic Overlapping Pain 
Conditions (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)

1 /8 /2022National Institutes of Health The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to encourage 
epidemiological, clinical and translational research that will increase our understanding of 
the natural history, prevalence, biological mechanisms, psychological variables, and 
clinical risk factors responsible for the presence of multiple chronic pain conditions in 
people with pain. Recent clinical findings suggest that substantial overlap may exist 
between chronic pain conditions. Individuals diagnosed with one disorder often exhibit 
characteristics of additional chronic painful conditions or transition to other diagnostic 
categories. A better understanding is needed of the prevalence of overlapping pain 
conditions, the underlying etiologies, the progression of these conditions, the evolution 
of these overlaps, and the therapeutic approaches best suited for treating subjects with 
these conditions. The main objective of this FOA is the formation of research groups with 
interests bridging expertise in pain mechanisms with translational and clinical expertise to 
address important unresolved questions about overlapping pain conditions. Applicants 
are encouraged to leverage existing and develop new resources pertinent to the study of 
these conditions. Applicants are encouraged to include researchers with complementary 
expertise from outside the pain field in their research teams who will enhance the 
breadth of research and understanding of comorbid chronic pain conditions.

818

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-937.html

Mechanism R01
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Sponsor Name of Program Deadline Brief Description Opportunity ID

Research on Chronic Overlapping Pain 
Conditions (R21 Clinical Trial Not 
Allowed)

1 /8 /2022National Institutes of Health The purpose of this Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) is to encourage 
epidemiological, clinical and translational research that will increase our understanding of 
the natural history, prevalence, biological mechanisms, psychological variables, and 
clinical risk factors responsible for the presence of multiple chronic pain conditions in 
people with pain. Recent clinical findings suggest that substantial overlap may exist 
between chronic pain conditions. Individuals diagnosed with one disorder often exhibit 
characteristics of additional chronic painful conditions or transition to other diagnostic 
categories. A better understanding is needed of the prevalence of overlapping pain 
conditions, the underlying etiologies, the progression of these conditions, the evolution 
of these overlaps, and the therapeutic approaches best suited for treating subjects with 
these conditions. The main objective of this FOA is the formation of research groups with 
interests bridging expertise in pain mechanisms with translational and clinical expertise to 
address important unresolved questions about overlapping pain conditions. Applicants 
are encouraged to leverage existing and develop new resources pertinent to the study of 
these conditions. Applicants are encouraged to include researchers with complementary 
expertise from outside the pain field in their research teams who will enhance the 
breadth of research and understanding of comorbid chronic pain conditions.

817

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-939.html

Mechanism R21
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